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a b s t r a c t
A model is proposed to account for the impacts of the quantum coupling between the longitudinal and
transverse components of the channel electron motion on the charging dynamics of memory devices.
The calculations demonstrate that the quantum coupling effects on the charging dynamics of Ge NC (germanium nanocrystalline) memory devices cannot be neglected for high temperature and drift velocity of
the channel electrons higher than the thermal velocity. The calculations also show that the charging current of Ge NC memory devices strongly depends on the temperature, drift velocity and effective electron
mass of the tunneling oxide layer. The reduction in the barrier height caused by the quantum coupling is
its origin. The sensitivity of the effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide layer on the charging current of Ge NC memory devices is a potential method to improve the performance of device.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Conventional ﬂoating gate non-volatiles memories present critical issues for device scalability, such as gate length and tunnel
oxide thickness reduction. Si and Ge NC quantum dot ﬂash memories are fully complementary MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor)
compatible technology and have the potential of pushing the device scalability. Memory structures based on Ge NCs have received
much attention for next-generation non-volatile memory devices
due to their extended scalability and improved memory performance [1–7]. The characteristics of the Ge NCs produced by a dewetting process during annealing of an amorphous Ge layer
deposited on an ultra thin SiO2 layer as a function of the nominal
Ge layer thickness has been investigated [1]. The Ge nanocrystal
density and size effects on the carrier storage and emission processes have been studied [2]. Electron (hole) charge and discharge
dynamics have been studied on plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition grown metal-oxide-silicon Ge NC ﬂash memory devices
[3]. The electronic structure of Ge NC is studied using a sp3 tight
binding description [4]. Parameter-free calculations of the frequency-dependent dielectric function in order to understand the
optical properties of Ge and Si NCs were presented [5]. Ge NCs
embedded in amorphous silicon and self-organized on a tunnel silicon dioxide layer thermally grown on (1 0 0) p-doped silicon substrate have been electrically studied at different temperatures by
using current–voltage and capacitance–voltage measurements
[6]. The behaviors of charge trapping and charge retention in the
Ge NC memory devices have been studied [7]. It is well-known that
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the crystal size of semiconductor less than 100 nm can lead to a
larger band gap and a change in dielectric constant, thus the size
of Ge NCs effects on the charging dynamics of memory devices
has been studied [8]. Additionally, the quality of the grown Si/
SiO2 interface can signiﬁcantly affects on the performance and reliability of a NC memory device, and thus the interface traps effects
on the redetection time of Ge NC memory devices have been studied [9]. But in these work, the quantum coupling effects on tunneling current are neglected.
The tunneling current through an ultrathin oxide due to defectmediated tunneling and quantum–mechanical direct tunneling
give the main contribution to the charge and discharge dynamics
of carriers in nanocrystal memories. Most studies on the tunneling
currents imply the approximation that the components of electron
motion in three directions are decoupled. In the previous work, a
reduction in the barrier height caused by the quantum coupling
between the longitudinal and transverse components of the thermal energy of tunneling electrons has been discussed on SiO2, hafnium silicate, and HfO2 gate dielectric [10–12]. The calculated
Fowler–Nordheim tunneling currents with quantum coupling effects agree well with the experimental data [10,12]. Such quantum
coupling effects result from the difference between the effective
electron masses of the gate dielectrics and the gate (substrate).
And it has also been demonstrated that neglecting quantum coupling effects result in a larger error in the estimation of the tunneling current and quantization of the inversion layer when the
injection channel electron velocity in a MOSFET is higher than
the thermal velocity 1  105 m/s [13,14]. The temperature-dependent experimental current data for SiO2 agree very well with those
calculated from the tunneling current model including quantum
coupling effects [10]. The goal of the present paper is to theoreti-
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cally depict a physical picture of the quantum coupling impacts on
the charging dynamics of a Ge NC memory device and how it
changes with temperature and the channel electron velocity.
2. Theory
Because the transverse momentum of the tunneling electron
preserves conservation in the tunneling process, the Schrödinger
equation in the gate oxide of a MOS structure can be written as
[10–14]:
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can be calculated using transfer matrix method. The band structure
of a Ge NC memory device used in the paper is shown in Fig. 1. Thus
the tunneling current through the tunneling oxide layer and the total gate oxide including NC layer can be calculated. The transmission coefﬁcient D(Ez) can be calculated by a numerical solution of
the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation. A parabolic E(k) relation
with an effective mass m has been assumed in this work. The barrier has been discretized by N partial subbarriers of rectangular
shape that cover the whole gate oxide layer. From the continuity
of wave-function and quantum current density at each boundary,
the transmission coefﬁcient through the gate oxide is then found
by [15]:

DðEz Þ ¼

m?Si

where
are the transverse masses of electron in the substrate
(gate) region, mox is the effective electron mass in the oxide (it is assumed to be direction-independent because the oxide is amorphous), ⁄ is the reduced Planck’s constant, kr is the wave vector of
tunneling electron, U(z) represents the potential energy along the
z-axis, which is the tunneling direction and perpendicular to the
Si/SiO2 interface, Esz is the longitudinal energy of a tunneling elec2 2
tron in the substrate. It is noted that h
 kr =2m?Si is the transverse
energy of a tunneling electron in the plane parallel to the Si/SiO2
interface. According to the above equation, the difference of the
effective electron mass between Si and SiO2 can result in a change
of the potential energy along the tunneling direction and affects
the tunneling through the gate oxide.
The average tunneling electron energy can be written as
E ¼ 12 m v 2 þ 32 kB T C (m, v, and TC are the effective electron mass,
electron velocity and electron temperature) [10]. The average tunneling electron thermal energy at the electron temperature TC is
3
k T when tunneling electrons are in equilibrium states (kB is
2 B C
Boltzmann constant). Thus the potential energy along the tunneling direction in the oxide when the oxide voltage is zero can be obtained as:
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where T is the device temperature, /0 the barrier height, vd drift
velocity, a a parameter characterizing the relation between the
electron temperature in the plane parallel to the Si/SiO2 interface
and the device temperature (a = TC/T). In this paper a = 1. Thus tunneling current can be calculated by using the following equation
[15]:
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where
is the effective electron mass in the silicon along the
tunneling direction EfL and EfR are the Fermi levels of the left contact and the right contact, respectively. The transmission coefﬁcient
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where M is a (2  2) product matrix, M22 is the quantity of the secQ
ond row and the second column in this matrix M ¼ Nl¼0 M l with
transfer matrices Ml given by:

Ml ¼



1  ð1 þ Sl Þ exp½iðklþ1  kl Þxl  ð1  Sl Þ exp½iðklþ1 þ kl Þxl  

2 ð1  Sl Þ exp½þiðklþ1  kl Þxl  ð1 þ Sl Þ exp½þiðklþ1  kl Þxl  
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In the above equation, Sl = ml+1kl/mlkl+1, and the effective masses
and momenta has been discretized as ml = m  [(xl1 + xl)/2] and
kl = k[(xl1 + xl)/2], respectively, xl is the position of lth boundary.
The Fermi–Dirac distribution has been used in the tunneling current calculations of this work, and the maximum of the longitudinal electron energy (z-direction) was set at 20kBT above the bottom
of the conduction (valance) band.
The stored charge density for a Ge NC memory device can be
calculated using:

dQ
¼ J tox þ J g
dt

ð6Þ

where Jtox and Jg are the tunneling current through the tunneling
oxide layer and the total gate oxide including NC layer, respectively.
In order to calculate the transmission coefﬁcient, the electronic ﬁeld
across the gate oxide is needed. When the gate is applied a positive
voltage and assume that the oxide voltage is Vox, the electric ﬁeld
across the tunneling oxide layer can be deduced via solution to
the Poisson’s equation under the boundary conditions:

Etox



V ox þ er2 d2 ee23 d3 þ 12 d2

¼ 
d1 þ ee13 d3 þ ee12 d2

ð7Þ

where d1, d2, and d3 are the thickness of the tunneling oxide layer,
Ge NC layer, and control oxide layer, respectively. e1, e2, and e3 are
the dielectric constant of the tunneling oxide layer, Ge NC layer,
and control oxide layer, respectively. r is the linear density of the
stored charge in the Ge NC Layer along the tunneling direction. Thus
the shift in the threshold voltage can be written as:
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The size-dependent dielectric constant of Ge NCs is given by [5]:

Si (1.12 eV)

eðdÞ ¼ 1 þ
Substrate

Fig. 1. Potential band structure of a Ge NC memory device.
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where eb is the dielectric constant of bulk germanium. The characteristic radius d0 for Ge is 3.5 nm [5]. In order to extract the dielectric constant pertaining to the nanocrystals, the simple
superposition formula is:
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Also note that the Ge NCs have a truncated spherical form and
present an aspect ratio (height over diameter) of about 0.8 [1,2].
Thus the ﬁlling factor that is the ratio of the area of Ge NCs to
the total area can be obtained as:
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In order to calculate the transmission coefﬁcient, the barrier
height for the gate oxide and the Ge NC layer are also needed.
The energy of the highest valence state (Ev) and the energy of the
lowest conduction state (Ec) for spherical NCs of diameter d (given
in nanometer) are given by the following expression [4]:
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ð12Þ
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the stored charges as a function of the charging time between
theory and experiment.
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where f is the ﬁlling factor that is the ratio of the area of Ge NCs to
the total area. Note that the average density of Ge NCs according to
the law [1,2].
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When Ge NCs in the deposited amorphous Ge layer is charged
with one elementary charge via tunneling, which causes a voltage
buildup V = Q/Cnc-Ge, hence the amount of energy stored in this
layer is:

10

3. Results and discussion
In this paper, the effective electron mass 0.5m0 of SiO2, 0.26m0
of silicon, and 0.12m0 of Ge NC [16], the relative dielectric constant
of the SiO2, Si, and Ge of 3.9, 11.9, and 16 [17] have been used in
this paper. The published electron afﬁnities of crystalline silicon,
SiO2, and Ge are 4.05 eV, 0.9 eV, and 4.0 eV respectively [18]. For
Si(1 0 0) surface, the effective mass of an electron along the direction perpendicular to plane and in the plane were chosen as
0.432m0 and 0.341m0 respectively according to Ref. [19]. In this
article, for simplicity, mz ¼ 0:26m0 . In all calculations except the
comparison between theory and experiment, the initial voltage
across the total oxide containing Ge NC layer is 20 V, the size of
Ge NC is 3.5 nm, and the thickness of the tunneling oxide layer
and the control oxide layer are 2 nm and 25 nm, respectively.
In order to validate the theory, a comparison between theoretical data using the parameters in Ref. [17] and experimental data
that come from Ref. [17] is given in Fig. 2. Good qualitative agreement is observed between theory and experiment in Fig. 2,
although some quantitative disagreements still remain and need
explanation. In the calculation of Fig. 2 (the following Figs. 3 and
4), the effect of the drift velocity of the channel electron on the
stored charge in the Ge NC layer has been neglected. The deviance
in quantity might origins from that the charge captured by defects
in the oxide and the Ge NC layer, inappropriate data about effective
electron mass for the oxide and the Ge NC layer and the barrier
height between silicon substrate and ultrathin tunneling oxide
layer, neglecting the drift velocity of the channel electron, and
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where Q is the charge density stored in the Ge NC layer, and Cnc-Ge is
the capacitance of the Ge NC layer.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the threshold voltage as a function of the charging time
between considering the quantum coupling effects and without. Symbols represent
the results considering the quantum coupling effects. Lines represent the results
neglecting the quantum coupling effects at different temperature with neglecting
the effects of the drift velocity.
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Fig. 4. The relative change in the threshold voltage calculated with considered the
quantum coupling effects compared to those calculated without as a function of the
charging time at different temperature with neglecting the effects of the drift
velocity.

overestimate the dielectric constant of the Ge NC layer. One can
note that both theoretical and experimental results obey the same
tendency. According to Eq. (2), considering drift velocity and using
it and the effective electron mass as ﬁtting parameters, there can
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get a better ﬁt for the case of 25 V because both have a large effect
on the reduction in the barrier height and thus have a larger effect
on the charging current. Such effects can be found in the following,
see Figs. 5 and 8.
Fig. 3 shows that the threshold voltage changes with the charging time when the temperature is 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K, respectively. The threshold voltage is found to be an initial rapid increase,
then saturation with the charging time for all temperature. Note
that the electric ﬁeld across the tunneling oxide layer decrease
with the increasing electron density stored in the Ge NC layer
according to Eq. (7). When the electron density stored in the Ge
NC layer is large enough at a given gate voltage, the electric ﬁeld
across the tunneling oxide layer could be zero. Thus there need a
balance between the charge and discharge, which leads to the ﬂuctuations observed in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 demonstrates that relative change in the threshold voltage calculated with considered the quantum coupling effect compared to those neglecting the quantum coupling effects changes
with the charging time. The relative change in the threshold voltage considered the quantum coupling effects compared to those
neglecting the quantum coupling effects is found to decrease with
the charging time increasing. The reason is that the quantum coupling effects leads to a larger charging current, thus a more charge
stored in the Ge NC layer for the same charging time, whereas a
more charge stored in the Ge NC layer result in a decrease in the
electric ﬁeld across the tunneling oxide layer according to Eq. (7)
and thus an exponential decrease in the tunneling probability
and tunneling current, which implies a lower voltage drop across
the tunneling oxide layer and a smaller charging current. The phenomenon about the charging current observed in Fig. 4 is a compromise between the quantum coupling effects on the tunneling
current and the charge stored in the Ge NC layer on the electric
ﬁeld across the tunneling oxide layer. In the following, we discuss
the difference between the threshold voltage calculated with and
without the quantum coupling effects. According to Eq. (6) and
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6

Vdrift (m/s)
Fig. 6. The threshold voltage and its relative change calculated with considered the
quantum coupling effects compared to those calculated without as a function of the
drift velocity at temperature of 300 K for different charging time.

Eq. (8) with the assumption that Jtox  Jg, the variation of the
threshold
voltage
can
be
obtained
as
Rt
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, tox is the oxide thickness, Eox is the oxide

ﬁeld). For both tunneling, the reduction in the barrier height leads
to a decrease in the quantity of B, and thus the tunneling current
with considering the quantum coupling effects is larger than those
without. On the other hand, the electric ﬁeld across the tunneling
oxide layer decrease with increasing electron density stored in the
Ge NC layer according to Eq. (7), which also cause a large increase
in the tunneling current from the above equations.
Fig. 5 depicts how the drift velocity under the consideration of
the quantum coupling effects affects on the charging current and
the electric ﬁeld across the tunneling oxide layer. One can ﬁnd that
the charging current rapidly increase with the drift velocity for the
initial stage especially on the drift velocity higher the thermal
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Fig. 5. The charging current and the electric ﬁeld across the tunneling oxide layer as
a function of the drift velocity due to the quantum coupling effects at temperature
of 300 K for different charging time.
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Fig. 7. The relative change in threshold voltage and the electric ﬁeld across the
tunneling oxide layer calculated with considered the quantum coupling effects
compared to those calculated without as a function of temperature at different
charging time with neglecting the effects of the drift velocity.
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Fig. 8a demonstrates that the relative change in the charging
current calculated with considered the quantum coupling effects
compared to those calculated without exponentially increases with
increasing effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide layer. The
temperature of 300 K has been used in the calculation with
neglecting the effects of the drift velocity. One can note that the
effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide have a large effect
on the charging current due to the quantum coupling effect. It
can be easily explained using Eq. (2). According to Eq. (2), the
quantum coupling effects lead to an increase in the barrier height
when the effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide layer decreases. Thus an increase the effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide leads to a decrease in the barrier height, and an increase
in the transmission coefﬁcient, and lastly leads to an increase in
the charging current. It can be concluded from this ﬁgure that
the charging current is strongly dependent on the effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide layer. Such a sensitivity of the
effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide layer on the charging
current can be proposed as a potential method to improve charging
dynamics. Fig. 8b also shows similar trends for threshold voltage
changing with the effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide
layer at three given charging time. Strong sensitivity of the threshold voltage on the effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide
layer can be also observed due to the above reason.

4. Conclusions
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Fig. 8. The relative change in the charging current (a) and the threshold voltage (b)
calculated with considered the quantum coupling effects compared to those
calculated without as a function of the effective electron mass of SiO2 at
temperature of 300 K for different charging time with neglecting the effects of
the drift velocity.

velocity. On the other hand, the electric ﬁeld across the tunneling
oxide layer decreases with increasing drift velocity especially on
the drift velocity higher the thermal velocity.
Fig. 6 shows how the drift velocity under the consideration of
the quantum coupling effects affects on the threshold voltage
and its relative change. One can note that the threshold voltage
rapidly increase with increasing drift velocity especially on the
drift velocity higher the thermal velocity. It implies that the change
in the threshold voltage caused by the channel electron velocity
due to the effective electron mass difference between silicon and
oxide can be neglected when the channel electron velocity is less
than the thermal velocity.
Fig. 7 depicts the relative increase in the threshold voltage and
the electric ﬁled across the tunneling oxide calculated with considered the quantum coupling effects compared to those calculated
without considering quantum coupling effects. The threshold voltage increases linearly with the temperature in the initial stage of
the charging process. According to Eqs. (7) and (8), a more charge
stored in the Ge NC layer will result in an increase in the threshold
voltage and a decrease in the electric ﬁeld across the tunneling
oxide layer, which leads to a decrease in the tunneling current
through the tunneling oxide layer. Whereas the reduction in the
barrier height increasing with the temperature according to Eq.
(2), which leads to an increase in the tunneling current through
the tunneling oxide layer. The complicate relation between the relative change and the temperature in the later stage of the charging
observed in this ﬁgure is a compromise between the above two
factors.

In conclusion, the quantum coupling effects on the charging
dynamics of Ge NC memory devices for different temperature
and drift velocity have been theoretically investigated. The relative
change in the threshold voltage calculated with considered the
quantum coupling effects compared to those calculated without
is found to decrease with the charging time. It is caused by a compromise between the effects of an increase in the tunneling current
due to the quantum coupling effects (Eqs. (2) and (3)) and a decrease in the electric ﬁeld across the tunneling oxide layer with
increasing charge density stored in the Ge NC layer (Eq. (7)). Theoretical analysis also demonstrates that the electric ﬁeld across the
tunneling oxide layer initially keep constant, then slowly decrease,
and lastly rapidly decrease with the drift velocity and temperature
due to the quantum coupling effects. It is worthy of being noted
that the quantum coupling effects must be considered for high
temperature and the drift velocity higher than the thermal velocity. The theoretical analysis (Eq. (2) and (3)) also demonstrates that
the charging current strongly depends on the drift velocity, the
temperature and the effective electron mass of the tunneling oxide
layer. The calculations also demonstrate that the charging current
and the threshold voltage at a given charging time shows such a
strong sensitivity on the effective electron mass of the tunneling
oxide layer. This sensitivity of the effective electron mass of the
tunneling oxide layer on the charging current can be proposed as
a potential method to improve charging dynamics.
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